Thank you for your interest in the Evolve Movement. In order for it to gain traction among the masses,
its encouraged that you join an existing Evolve Movement group on social media (the first one started
on Minds.com as the Evolve Movement – Chicago), or to download the NextCloud software, obtain
PDFs about the Evolve Movement, and create your own group, in your own city, and on the social
network of your choosing. Although Facebook is obviously a very popular social network, its not
recommended for this use because of Facebook’s mountain of controversies and criticisms.
This is a movement to create a possible future where humanity has finally outgrown money, war,
authoritarianism, human suffering, and human corruption. Its based 8 main principles:
1. Goods and services are provided as a form of humanitarianism through the gift economy
2. Human rights are fully respected and protected
3. The abolition of authoritarianism, and the prevention of possible resurgences
4. Everyone does what they can to better themselves first, and after they do, they help others do the
same
5. Children are raised to be independent thinkers
6. No one forces their opinions, preferences, or lifestyle choices onto anyone else
7. Everyone looks past the petty differences of others, whether it’d be race, religion, gender, sexual
orientation, nationality, political stance, etc.
8. Peaceful and voluntary cooperation will always be the first priority, and defensive violent force will
be used as the only last resort
This will always be treated as a way of living, rather than a dogmatic belief system. There’s no right or
wrong way of living this kind of lifestyle, and plenty of ways for everyone to participate in it.
It should be noted that while group moderators won't have a code of conduct (because having rules
doesn't stop people from breaking them), they will ask you to engage in netiquette and reprimand you if
you don’t. The only time they'll intervene in a problem is when someone says or does something that is
legitimately unfriendly, inappropriate, or harmful to someone else or the group itself. Such examples
include theft, assault, or demanding other group members spoil you.

